
 
February 2023 

Chairman’s Notes 

The coming year should be an interesting one for 
Leamington, with change coming to the town centre.  
Developments will provide the accommodation needed by 
our new and expanding businesses, whether high-quality 
office accommodation or workspace for the gaming 
industry.  

A link to early Leamington will disappear in February with 
the demolition of the Covent Garden Car Park, built on the 
site of the 1828 market.  Plans for the site’s redevelopment 
have been discussed but not finalised.  A recent major loss 
has been that of the House of Fraser store, one of the 
”greatest ornaments to the Parade”, according to a 
publication of 1899.  The building‘s elegant frontage will 
remain but it will become Bedford Street Studios, with three 
floors of open-plan offices, a roof terrace and garden.  A 
major project of the Creative Quarter will be completed 
before the end of the year, when the Spencer Street 
Methodist Chapel becomes The Fold, a centre for the 
creative industries.  This will provide flexible working space, along with state-of-the-art production 
facilities and a members’ club.  The whole area will be enhanced by the repurposing of this important 
building, built in 1836.  

Other plans are in the pipeline. Warwickshire County Council has submitted a bid to the Department 
for Transport, applying for funding  to explore the establishment of “mini-Hollands” in the town 
centre.  In these, traffic would be strictly controlled, with preference given to walking and cycling.  The 
resulting low-traffic areas would be greener and more attractive, though these are controversial. 

Consultation on the South Warwickshire Local Plan which could bring more change continues until 
6 March.  

The Leamington Society is offering its regular programme of interesting talks, where we are delighted 
to meet our members in-person again, and consulting on projects which will benefit Leamington. 

Barbara Lynn 

Coming talks 
 

Re-cycling historic buildings in 
Royal Leamington Spa 

Michelle Hill 
Thursday, 9 March, 19.30 

Dormer Place, Conference Hall 
 

Adrian Shooter, CBE, 1948-2022 
Chiltern Railways and 

entrepreneurial public service 
Ian Baxter 

Thursday, 13 April, 19.30 
The Royal Pump Rooms  

 
Leamington Society AGM 
Thursday, 18 May, 19.30 

Dormer Place, Conference Hall 
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Forthcoming talks and events:  For dates and times see first page 

Re-cycling historic buildings in Royal Leamington Spa 

To meet the government’s target of being carbon neutral by 2050, we must recycle, reuse and 
responsibly adapt our existing historic buildings.  Michelle Hill will examine the issues and options 
relating to the re-use and conservation of Leamington's heritage assets. 

Michelle is a chartered Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute, and private consultant from 
Coventry, with over 15 years’ experience working with local authorities on planning, enforcement and 
related matters. 

Entry £2 pp; cash at the door 

Adrian Shooter CBE, 1948-2022 – Chiltern Railways and entrepreneurial public service 

Ian Baxter, former director of Chiltern Rail, will speak about the achievements of Adrian Shooter.  
Among other things, Adrian founded Chiltern Railways and built Warwick Parkway.  A brief overview 
of Adrian’s contribution to the railway industry is below. 

Ian is now Strategy Director of SLC Rail, an independent rail consultancy, of which Adrian was 
Chairman.  Ian is also President of the Friends of Leamington Station.  

Entry £10 pp, cash at the door, or £8 pp in advance.  Payable by cheque to Leamington Society (c/o 
Marianne Pitts), 7 Kineton Hall, Leamington Spa, CV32 5DR, or online to account Leamington Society, 
Lloyds Bank 30-94-93, 00184791 with your name as reference.  All profits will go to Motor Neurone 
Research. 

AGM 

Formal business, followed by open discussion with wine, soft drinks, and light refreshments.  Draft 
Agenda on final page of this Newsletter. 

No entry charge. 

Adrian Shooter 1948-2022, CBE 

Motor Neuron Disease robbed Adrian of his retirement.  We owe him a lot.  He set up Chiltern Rail in 
the early days of rail privatisation and made it a success.  Our ability to travel quickly, easily and 
cheaply to London and Birmingham and pretty where anywhere in Britain 
is due to his enterprise and vision.  He built Warwick Parkway station and 
dualled 30 miles of track south of Warwickshire to enable trains to travel 
at speed passing stopping trains, and regularly. 

His employees and colleagues subscribed to the statue that stands on 
Platform 1 of Marylebone Station which he unveiled shortly before his 
death – a very rare tribute to anyone in their lifetime.  While managing in 
Marylebone he insisted that every new employee was introduced on the 
first Monday and remembered their name ever after. 

A good man, who changed our lives for the better. 

Ian Baxter will pay tribute on April 13th in  The Royal Pump Rooms at 19:30.  Come and bring railway 
enthusiasts.   

Marianne Pitts 
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What has happened to our Newbold Comyn, and why? 

The people of Leamington are watching in horror as the works on Newbold Comyn emerge and are 
asking why this is happening to their beloved green space.   

When more than 90% of people valued the landscape, the peace and the open space at Newbold 
Comyn, how and why did a mountain bike facility get pushed through? 

In mid-2020, Warwick District Council held the second of its surveys about the future of Newbold 
Comyn.  As with previous surveys, the results were clear – people valued: 

• Open space: 90% 
• Trees and woods: 88% 
• Hills and views: 76% 
• Peaceful nature: 71% 
• Wildlife: 62% 

There were concerns about over-development and loss of amenity.  WDC itself noted that 
underpinning concerns about the future of the Comyn was a ‘fear of losing the natural resource or 
openness of the space’.  

Respondents were also worried that areas would become inaccessible to walkers (the largest user 
group) and that traffic to the Comyn would increase. 

In the 2019 survey, only 23% of people visited Newbold Comyn to cycle with 79% going there to walk.  
However, people were largely in support of a ‘few family-friendly cycle trails’ and a design showing 
these was released.  

Yet late in 2020, this concept completely changed.  Early in 2021, a planning application was submitted 
with a design that bore no resemblance to the previous one.  This consisted of MTB (Mountain Bike) 
trails over two-thirds of the old golf course, a large learn-to-ride area and a cycling hub.   

The trails were steep and designed for speed.  They would incorporate berms, signage and a large 
progressive jump.  They were extensive and would dominate the high areas, those most walked by 
people since the golf club closed, particularly since lockdown.  This was not a few family-friendly cycle 
trails by any stretch – this was a full mountain biking facility that had never been a subject of 
consultation. 

Why did this happen?  WDC learnt of a grant of £425,000 from British Cycling, dependent on certain 
criteria.  So, regardless of the community’s views, and of its own local and regional policies, WDC 
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decided  to change the landscape and the use of the land. 

When we complained about the lack of consultation, they told us we could have our say at planning.  
Three weeks before the planning committee met, the Officers’ Report stated that the trails didn’t 
require planning permission because they didn’t constitute a change of use. 

Support comments flooded in from cycling groups all over the country – by 1st April 2021, there were 

more than 400.  This in itself implied NC would become a destination venue, despite WDC claiming it 
was a ‘local facility for local people’.  The majority of local people who commented on the original 
planning application objected. 

When work started, the reality of what was happening to our Comyn hit.  The trails have cut great 
swathes in the landscape.  Trees have been felled and damaged to make tracks through the woods.  
The development now covers half of the old golf course; it doesn’t ‘respect the character of the 
countryside’; it isn’t ‘safe and accessible’ for walkers; it doesn’t ‘provide strong protection for valuable 
open space’; nor does it ‘positively contribute to the character and quality of its environment.’  In 
creating a sports cycling playground, the Council has changed the use of the Comyn, ignored the 
community’s wishes and abandoned every one of its own policies designed to protect our green 
spaces.  

Traffic and parking will increase.  Leamington Town Council objected to additional car parking as 
contrary to Neighbourhood Plan objectives which seek to improve air quality, but WDC has retained 
space for an additional 197 cars.  Mountain bikers arrive at venues by car or van with their bikes – they 
won’t cycle to NC. 

No one expected this because mountain biking was never mentioned.  WDC had even been in 
discussions with Warwickshire Wildlife Trust about taking over management of Newbold Comyn. but 
as soon as the grant became available, those discussions stopped.  WWT now no longer lists NC on its 
website. 

Instead WDC consulted just one local cycling group to shape the design, size and scope of the trails.  
The rest of the community wasn’t consulted on mountain biking at any stage.  

The designs that were approved by the planning committee were different to the ones shown earlier.  
Since the development started, those designs have changed yet again – and they continue to change.  
Walking around the ex-golf course, you see zig-zag sports trails that were not part of the original 
application and trails that cut through woods that weren’t on the plan.  
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We’re currently examining planning documents because we believe that the deviations contravene 
what was permitted.  The trails already dominate the landscape and their scope is spreading as the 
work is being carried out ignoring the ‘strict adherence’ to the designs at committee stage. 

We have a great many concerns about the process WDC has followed.  Our voices weren’t heard and 
local survey results ignored.  

We want development to be halted immediately and an independent body to manage Newbold 
Comyn from now on.  

Warwick District Council is not to be trusted with the management of our valuable green space. 

A Friends of Newbold Comyn group has been formed, quickly attracting several hundred members.  
Anyone concerned about what is happening is encouraged to sign the petition to Stop further 
development of Newbold Comyn. 

Kate Pittel  

The Friends of Newbold Comyn 

This Friends group is an initiative that the Leamington Society could support.  

The Society provides advice and gives authority to affiliated Friends’ group, opening links with 
appropriate bodies.  It is a registered charity thereby benefiting from gift aid for all linked groups.  

The Society recognises the power of active Friends groups.  It shelters three well established ‘Friends 
of’ groups: Leamington Station; Pump Room Gardens and Christchurch Gardens.  Their success and 
survival suggest that the whole town benefits. 

Get in touch with us at contact@leamingtonsociety.org  

Heating the unheatable  

Owners of listed buildings have an increasing problem (as the late Richard Ashworth wrote in the 
February 2021 newsletter) with the cost of heating heritage buildings without affecting their 
appearance.  Think of the fine buildings of Leamington or the pleasure of visiting Cotswold villages.  

The recent escalation in costs of gas and electricity makes living in listed homes expensive – with their 
draughty windows, doors, and walls that conduct heat.  Listing puts obstacles on what is allowed, as 
the recent application W/22/1308 in Leamington shows.   

It seems unlikely the world will be moving to plentiful, cheap, clean green energy anytime soon and 
meanwhile heating is expensive for owners of listed buildings. 

Just one Local Planning Authority – the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, the only one so far 
– has found a way of relaxing the listing restrictions.  These restrictions are set, in general terms, by 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/705446961128259/
https://chng.it/tZSf2x4h
mailto:contact@leamingtonsociety.org
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Historic England and then interpreted case by case by each local authority. 

If RBKC can manage to help owners of listed buildings to keep warm, Warwick and Stratford District 
Councils should copy them.  Leamington alone has about 400 listed homes and Warwick and Stratford 
many more. 

Marianne Pitts 

HMOs and studentification in Leamington consultation – Too little, too late? 

As WDC launches its consultation into Additional HMO Licensing, Clarendon Ward residents have 
responded in two main ways.  Either they are genuinely questioning its relevance to them, or they are 
frustrated at the length of time that such a scheme has taken to get underway.  Similar schemes were 
adopted years ago by towns whose housing stock had been eroded by HMOs, resulting from the 
outsourced accommodation needs of local universities. 

It's easy to appreciate why owner occupiers feel confused about the significance of this measure.  
Obligatory licenses for large HMOs (housing five or more) are already in place demanding landlord and 
tenant compliance on a number of conditions, many of which are contravened on a regular basis. The 
rising number of complaints regarding rubbish accumulation, night noise, anti-social behaviour (ASB) 
and parking issues received by WDC, the University of Warwick and the Police are testimony to this 
fact. 

If WDC cannot enforce the compliance of its current provision, what hope is there that it is going to 
be effective when it more than doubles the number of licenses on its books by adding a further 800 
properties (smaller three- and four-bedroom HMOs) to its portfolio? 

Of course, no one would condone the exploitation of students by rogue landlords charging exorbitant 
rents for substandard accommodation.  Surely everyone in the Ward would welcome any initiative 
which sought to ensure that tenants are provided with the fundamental basic standards of 
accommodation such as safe gas and electrical appliances, fire safety precautions, suitable room sizes, 
and adequate provision of kitchens and bathrooms for the number of occupants.  But in terms of any 
material benefit to the wider community, we are understandably reserved in our enthusiasm. 

On the face of it, there is already much scope for improvement if enforcement were properly applied.  
WDC stipulates, for example, that households may put out two bags of rubbish every fortnight.   

Litter blocking the streets and disfiguring front gardens 
Anything else, it seems, is an offence: “Fly-tipping is illegal.  Individuals can now be fined on the spot 
– £110 just for putting their black bin bag out on the wrong day – and the maximum fine for serious 

 

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/U86F4R/
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fly tipping is £50,000”.  So why doesn’t WDC penalise HMOs for producing anything greater than the 
specified quantity and thus violating their regulations?  Imposing penalties would surely encourage 
landlords to contract commercial waste collection services, which is only to be expected with the 
volume of refuse generated by up to 29 adults in one house.  Instead of which, it is permanent 
residents who are funding the collection of massive accumulations of refuse and enduring the health 
hazard that they represent in the weeks before collection occurs. 

Similarly, WDC’s version of the Housing Act (2004) says clearly that: “The licence holder must ensure 
that refuse and litter must not be allowed to accumulate within the curtilage of the HMO except where 
properly stored pending disposal and will be responsible for making regular and frequent checks to 
ensure that refuse and litter is properly managed.  This to also include the return of bins from the 
public highway to the curtilage of the HMO after waste collection”.   

You can report litter on the street or anywhere on public land to WDC using this litter form.   

You don’t have to look very hard in Clarendon Ward to see that all the above stipulations are being 
regularly flouted and the new wheelie waste bins are now being used as storage vehicles, obstructing 
the pavements on a permanent basis. 

If we are to ensure a minimum quality of housing for the students residing in this town, Additional 
HMO Licensing is a crucial administrative prerequisite.  However, it is not going to solve the huge and 
growing problems caused by the over concentration of students in certain areas and the depletion of 
our housing stock caused by the systemic failure of the Council’s planning procedures. 

What we urgently need is a fit-for-purpose student accommodation policy, a rebalancing of the town’s 
population and, above all, more affordable housing for permanent residents.  Shelter’s latest figures 
show that there are more than 2,000 people, including 1,000 children, currently homeless in Coventry 
and Warwickshire.  A clearer indictment of current policy would be hard to find. 

Carrie Terry and Gillian Holden 

Severn Trent works in PRG 

The WDC Cabinet Agenda of 9 February has many major items – Christine Ledger Square; Relocation 
of WDC HQ workforce and associated equipment; Disposal of Riverside House site; Closure of the 
multistorey Covent Garden carpark. 

Another, Item 19, concerns the prospective work on the Pump Room Gardens.  Severn Trent Water 
(STW) is embarking on major works in the PRG starting in September 2023 after the Food and Drink 
weekend.  STW will sink a cylindrical shaft of 20 metres (66 ft) in diameter and 19 metres (62 ft) deep, 
close to the path between Bedford  Street and York Bridge.  This is vast, with the excavations producing 
‘000s of tonnes of spoil, needing massive machinery to extract and many lorries to remove.  One 
calculation suggests about 6000 tonnes, moved in 400 lorry trips.  This amount of work is unlikely to 
be quiet. 

There is an overflow pipe that currently runs from the existing sewer network to the river.  This pipe 
will be intercepted, so that any flow in it will be directed into the new shaft tank storage first.  If a 
storm persists it could fill the storage volume and, in these conditions, if the new shaft storage is full 
the flow will continue to the river.   

The new shaft storage tank is designed to hold large volumes during storm conditions therefore 
reducing the amount of which would have gone into the river directly.  After the storm has passed, 

https://www.warwickdc.gov.uk/info/20465/rubbish_waste_and_recycling/283/fly-tipping
https://estates8.warwickdc.gov.uk/cmis/MeetingDates/tabid/149/ctl/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/637/Meeting/4526/Committee/29/Default.aspx
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the stored volume is pumped back into the sewer network for processing at the treatment works. 

The works are scheduled to take about 12 months, fitting where possible around normal community 
events in the PRG (Peace Festival, Pride, bandstand bookings, Half Marathon, Barkers Fun Fare, Ecofest 
…), although there may be some that will have to move elsewhere or even be cancelled.  And this year 
there will be a celebration of the coronation of King Charles III.  STW have yet to finalise its programme 
of works. 

While the PRG are owned by WDC, STW have legal powers to carry out reasonable works when and 
where necessary.  With the national scandal of sewage being regularly dumped into the country’s 
rivers, it would be easy for STW to argue these works are necessary.   

How long will the PRG take to recover, and will the gardens ever look the same again?  What a shame 
to spoil the recent Heritage Lottery funded restoration. 

Archie Pitts 

WDC is moving 

Riverside House was always too big and now needs expensive maintenance.  WDC is leaving.  The 
current proposals are to split activities into three parts: 

ICT (Information and Communications Technology) along with the back-room offices are destined for 
Saltisford One – a modern (2006) building with parking, open plan offices and meeting rooms – in 
Warwick, owned by the County Council.  A 6-year lease has been negotiated, which seems short-term 
but the site is unexceptionable. 

The official legal address, HQ, deed and document storage and council meetings are moving back into 
Leamington Town Hall.  There is no discussion about moving Town Council upstairs or of abandoning 
the recent cultural centre ambitions for the building – but the ground floor rooms occupied by 
Warwick University will be reclaimed by May this year with consequent loss of income.  The 
restoration of the Town Hall to its original function is rational and logical and could go further with 
plans to use empty rooms and / or extend the useful area of the building by employing the attic and 
basement and renewing the lift. 

The Face-to-Face Service of WDC, in particular the Housing office and Homelessness team, are 
destined for the Royal Pump Rooms, to occupy the VIC shop after alterations to provide privacy and 
security.  A separate entry may be needed to separate the homeless and other anxious and worried 
people from the general public: locals, tourists, children, mother and baby groups, coming to enjoy 
the Museum, the Library, the Café and so on.  This will, of course, affect the appearance of the listed 
building, inside and out.  It will also deprive local artists and authors, the Leamington History Group 
and the Leamington Society of opportunities to sell arts and crafts, cards, guides, books and prints. 

Disposal of the Riverside House site.  WDC is anxious to sell as soon as possible.  Much of the site lies 
in the flood plain; further drawbacks are a major sewer that runs across the site and a large number 
of mature trees with TPOs (tree protection orders).  Despite these known problems, there is a public 
body that might be willing to purchase the site and develop it in accordance with the Riverside House 
Development brief previously approved by the Council.  WDC is in discussion with this public body.   

WDC hopes to use revenue from the sale to fund the new Elizabeth II park and a foot/cycle bridge 
across the Leam linking Victoria and the new parks.  Why not restore the Town Hall?   

Marianne Pitts 

https://estates8.warwickdc.gov.uk/CMIS/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=UF%2bNzqOffUtleGzIRib2nRF1iCJsynhzE6vxHpW3rB9emHel0s1zmg%3d%3d&rUzwRPf%2bZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3d%3d=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2fLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3d%3d&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&kCx1AnS9%2fpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2bAJvYtyA%3d%3d=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&FgPlIEJYlotS%2bYGoBi5olA%3d%3d=NHdURQburHA%3d&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3d
https://estates8.warwickdc.gov.uk/CMIS/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=UF%2bNzqOffUtleGzIRib2nRF1iCJsynhzE6vxHpW3rB9emHel0s1zmg%3d%3d&rUzwRPf%2bZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3d%3d=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2fLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3d%3d&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&kCx1AnS9%2fpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2bAJvYtyA%3d%3d=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&FgPlIEJYlotS%2bYGoBi5olA%3d%3d=NHdURQburHA%3d&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3d
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Introduction to Silicon Spa 

This is a must-visit show for all of us.  Some might wonder if it’s art, but I’d say that’s not the point. 
Leamington Spa is a very special place in the video games world and this show does a great job of 
explaining why and how. 

We are home to a significant part of one of the most 
vibrant industries in the world.  2500 people work in the 
games industry, with the majority hiding in plain sight in 
the town centre.  

When you visit you will see, perhaps with affection, the 
simpler home computers from the ‘80s.  Locals amongst 
you may recall some of the original companies which grew 
from teenage bedroom programming to global success; 
there’s an impressively long list of them alongside new 
arrivals.  And of course the games images are “Art” by any 

conceivable definition.  Beautiful and vigorous, aggressive or wistful, there’s surely something for all.  
Perhaps your younger relatives will demonstrate some of the fantastic scenes for you at home.  Or 
bring them along and you and they can play at creating a game of your own.  

Bear in mind as you tour the show that the industry is yet another maelstrom of eye watering money, 
and cynical corporations out to exploit the users and employees.  This makes it even more impressive 
to me that Leamington and district still seems to have vibrant independents as well as establishment 
companies.  Long may it last, and long may these creative people help support our shops and cafes! 

Taken together with many other software development and website management companies this 
forms a dominant part of our town’s cultural and economic wealth.  Long may they thrive! 

Jan Gillett 

What's that tree in Jephson Gardens?   

You can now pick up a FREE tree leaflet, The Trees of Jephson Gardens, at the Visitor Information 
Centre in the Royal Pump Room which identifies 114 different trees in Jephson Gardens.  The leaflet 
contains a map showing the location of each of the trees.  

In the Spring, near the Newbold Terrace Gates, enjoy the Great White Cherry, Prunus Tai Kaku, #89, 
also thought to be extinct until discovered in an English garden in 1922 by Collingwood ‘Cherry’ 
Ingram.  Later in the summer admire the Bean trees, Catalpa speciosa, #32, flanking the gates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

l to r:  Great White Cherry;  Tulip tree flowers;  Bean tree 
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Walk along that top walk towards Willes Road and you will pass one of the Tulip Trees, Liriodendron 
tulipfera, #67, which in the summer has yellow flowers and further along you find the Foxglove tree, 
Paulownia tomentosa, # 74, planted by the Leamington Society – will it flower this year? 

l to r:  Paperbark maple and its bark;  Wollemi Pine 

Unusual trees to look out for now are the Paperbark Maple, Acer griseum, #5 on the leaflet, with its 
distinctive peeling bark and the Wollemi Pine, Wollemia nobilis, #113, on the bottom walk, until 1994 
thought to be extinct! 

I don’t suggest you try to identify them all in one afternoon.  If you want to find out more, the 
Leamington Society has made several short videos about trees in Jephson Gardens; visit the Society’s 
website https://leamingtonsociety.org/ and look for the Jephson Gardens page. 

I have enjoyed updating this tree guide and am very grateful to the Town Council and Leamington in 
Bloom for producing it. 

Sidney Syson  

Global Leamington 

This talk explored Leamington’s diverse connections around the world, looking not only at the 
contribution made by those people who moved away from Leamington but that of the individuals and 
groups who came and settled here. 

The talk took place in the elegant surroundings of Oak House on Upper Holly Walk, an appropriate 
setting for a talk on Global Leamington.  Oak House was designed by the architect William Thomas, 
one of many Leamingtonians who went out into the world and made a difference, as described by 
Stella Bolitho of the Leamington History Group.  After leaving Leamington, William Thomas settled in 
Canada, creating some of the finest buildings in Toronto and Ontario .  

We owe many of Leamington’s important structures to William de Normanville, Leamington’s Borough 
Engineer and Surveyor from 1882 to 1917, whose grandfather came here from Normandy in the 18th 
century.  Without Mill Bridge, York Walk and York Bridge, or the Swimming Pool, now Library, 
Leamington would look very different.  Many ethnic groups have also settled here over the last two 
centuries, driven by war, revolution or economic turmoil. They too have left their mark on Leamington 
life, whether in the form of architecture or different cultures and cuisines. 

https://leamingtonsociety.org/
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The talk was supported by interesting and 
appropriate illustrations, photographs and 
documents of buildings in Leamington which 
have a connection to the world. In particular, it 
looked at how Leamington became a 
cosmopolitan town, from a small village, and 
made an impact around the globe, through its 
people and their entrepreneurship. 

Many of these may have seen in the exhibition 
on the same theme in the Royal Priors in 
August.  For those who would like to know 
more the topic, the book “Global Leamington” 
was published by the Leamington History Group in January.. 

To purchase a copy (£15 each) contact secretary@leamingtonhistory.co.uk, 07587 022366, or leave a 
message on www.leamingtonhistory.co.uk or on Leamington History Group Facebook page. 

Barbara Lynn 

 
Elizabeth Park with Andrew Day, talk presented via Zoom 

As Leader of WDC and professional fund-raiser, Andrew has seen an opportunity to do something 
good for Warwick District and in particular for Leamington: a new park on the north bank of the river 
Leam, in the de Normanville tradition of parks in the floodplain.  This was never an ideal location for 
our Athletics track which is being moved to a drier site on Myton Fields.   

The proposed park offers opportunities for walking and cycling and angling and, as Severn Trent aims 
to make the river of bathing quality, – even for wild swimming.  

Maps and plans were in the November newsletter, so members knew the location but were not aware 
of the possibility of more land being available on the northern boundary, near Emscote Bridge.  The 
Guide Dogs training centre may be moving to join their existing breeding centre in Bishops Tachbrook, 
and their valuable Leamington site will be redeveloped, possibly with housing for the visually impaired.  
At the moment there is no possibility of extending the paths and cycle tracks further west along the 
river towards Warwick, but cycle tracks across the new park will link with new ones along Emscote 
Road. 

Detailed project plans are needed for the paths, cycle tracks and the planting – Commonwealth trees 
were suggested as a tribute to the recent Commonwealth Games, where the unspent budget left a 
£10 million+ legacy to the district.  Andrew hopes to claim £3 million of this, + money from Severn 
Trent + community funds + money from the eventual sale of the Guide Dogs site.  If all goes well we 
may even see a start next year and a finish in three to five years’ time. 

His motive in speaking to us was to gauge our reaction and our enthusiastic questions and comments 
left him in no doubt that it was favourable.  What’s not to like? 

 

 

Margaret Rushton with the mayor of Leamington  
Cllr Nick Wilkins at the launch of Global Leamington 

mailto:secretary@leamingtonhistory.co.uk
http://www.leamingtonhistory.co.uk/
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Marianne Pitts 

Bread for life with Jess Mooney – 2022 Christmas talk  

Members who braved the extreme cold to attend this talk were rewarded not only with mulled wine 
and slices of delicious stollen baked earlier in the day, but also a fascinating talk taking them through 
Jess’s journey from her early interest in bread to the present day.  

Jess traced back her interest in bread to travels with her future husband, when she experienced the 
huge variety of bread available in the countries they visited.  Their return to Leamington in 2010, and 
the experience of the poor quality of bread available, was a shock which led directly to her new 
passion.  Jess described how she then developed her skills, from the first trial selling on a market to 
starting her business, Bread for Life, in 2013 and writing her award-winning book, Time for Bread.  

The talk offered much more than information about bread and her business.  Jess credits her success 
to many factors, not least the Warwickshire artisans  with whom she worked, their skills and devotion 
to their craft.  Among those mentioned were the miller of the historic Charlecote Water Mill, whose 
flour she uses, and Brian Hawkins, whose illustrations add so much to the book.  She also developed 
her own skills along the way, both formally through training courses and informally through the 
network of talented people with whom she has worked. 

At the end of the evening, as well as the stollen ready for Christmas, the audience were left with 
admiration for the inspiring and positive journey described by Jess. 

Barbara Lynn 

WDC planning enforcement 

Kalvarn Birk was employed in January 2020 – just before the Covid epidemic – on a project to verify 
the lawful planning status of all known HMOs within the District’s Article 4 Implementation area.  
Working from home due to Covid, he analysed a number of data sources available to WDC in order to 
verify the lawful planning status of HMOs.  The project provided an opportunity to update records 
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which in turn would influence HMO planning decisions.   

A number of existing HMOs do not comply with current planning rules, and enforcement orders are in 
progress for them to cease operation, but the overall majority of them do comply.  A positive result of 
the project has been the increased collaboration with Private Sector Housing, who issue HMO licenses 
and monitor the overall standards that HMOs must legally adhere to.  This is due to a significant policy 
change in 2021 stating that an HMO license would not be granted if the HMO in question did not have 
planning consent for HMO use; this means that when a License or Relicense is applied for, planning is 
consulted to establish whether the HMO is compliant. 

One conclusion from the data analysed is that the majority of HMOs within the District’s Article 4 area 
are historic, meaning that they have been in continuous use for over 10 years and do not require 
planning permission for HMO use. 

Another conclusion is that the overwhelming majority of HMOs without the correct planning status 
are also non licensed (with 3 or 4 occupiers).  

We are encouraged to report houses which look as if 
they may be new HMOs direct to Kalvarn: 
Kalvarn.Birk@warwickdc.gov.uk and we can also 
participate in the current consultation about extending 
the licensing rules to HMOs with less than 5 tenants.  
This change would improve the amenity of all who live 
near HMOs and also improve life for tenants.  Most of 
these are students and some have had a very poor 
experience when living here.  

It was an interesting talk with a committed audience and 
we are grateful to Kalvarn for sharing his expertise, and 
to Gary Jones for providing a Zoom connection. 

Marianne Pitts 

The Society welcomes new members: 

Paul Hoffman 

Carrie and Richard Terry 

Kate Pittell 

 

  

mailto:Kalvarn.Birk@warwickdc.gov.uk
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Committee:   

Chairman:  Barbara Lynn   
Vice Chairman:  Archie Pitts 
Hon. Secretary and Membership Secretary:  Margaret Begg 
Hon. Treasurer:  Marianne Pitts 

Committee Members:   
Ian Bradbury, Chris Davis, Paul Dickins 

The Leamington Society is a registered charity.  It is a member of the West Midlands Amenity Societies 
Association and the National Organisation of Residents’ Associations.  It exists to preserve the heritage and 
improve the character of Royal Leamington Spa and to encourage high standards of planning and 
architecture. 
Charity No. 516078 
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Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the Leamington Society for 2023 will be 
held on Thursday, 18th May, starting at 7.00, in Dormer Place Conference Centre, Leamington Spa,  
CV32 5AA.   

Barbara Lynn, Chairman 

February 2023 

DRAFT AGENDA 

 

1. Apologies for absence 

2. Minutes of the 2022 Annual General Meeting held on Thursday, 19th May 2022 

3. Matters arising from the Minutes  

4. To receive reports from the Chairman and Sub Committees 

5. To receive the independently examined Accounts of the Society for 2022-23 

6. Election of Officers: 

Chairman, Vice Chairmen, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer 

7. Election of four Committee Members 

8. Election of Independent Examiner for 2023-24 

9. Any other Business 

 

PLEASE NOTE:  Nominations of candidates for Officers and Committee must be forwarded to the 
Chairman not later than Thursday, 30th April 2023.  Any voting will be by Secret Ballot at the 
Meeting.  We welcome nominations for the committee. 

 

Any motions for consideration at the meeting should also be received by this date.  Nominations or 
motions will not be accepted at the Meeting.  Nomination forms may be obtained from the 
Chairman.   

If there is to be an election or if any motion is received, notice will be sent to members seven days 
before the Annual General Meeting. 

 
Light refreshments will be served following the formal business of the AGM  


	February 2023

